
AGPU means Annual General Piss Up, just in case 
anyone forgot but judging by the empty eskies at the end 
of festivities and the consumption of some of the liquid 
raffle prizes most of the 55 congregation got the idea big 
time.



• Nearly all complied with the request to turn up at 14:00 to 
get their lovely shirts, the notable exception being Habadash
but he made a fashionably late appearance and quickly made 
sure all and sundry were suitably attired for the customary 
family photo



• GM’s were then into Circle, 
instructions were given and before 
you could say boo to a goose they 
eagerly galloped out to find the 
paper.



Check one had nobody troubled and the call went out 
which took all but the VIPs off round the reservoir to the 
first obstacle which saw them safely cross the carefully 
crafted construction precision made by Dog’s Bollocks. 
The next Check had them all spinning on their combined 
axis with a cunning back check.

We are a Drinking club
With a running Problem!



Winkle is up for 
the Challenge!

No F’ing Clue 
lived up to his 
name and forgot
his trainers. 
Had to run the 
Hash in Flip Flops





• Onto the first Split hotly followed by a second one 
before taking a scenic route past a crowd of noisy 

pooches then entering the Temple(more bowwows) 
before heading beachfront and a welcome piss stop 

manned by Scouse Bastard and In a Pickle. 







While they were oiling their throats we had a first with a 
piss stop for the VIPs where Honey Trap was the barmaid 
and Bags served as bouncer.



• A stroll along under Rustbucket
Ferries piers for the Rambo/Wanker 
group and then we headed inland and 
the final stretch and well deserved 
chugalugging.
Mention must be made of the venue 
which couldn’t have been better with 
ample space on the beach and terrace 
and a comforting breeze to cool the 
overheated Harriers.



• Voting is not required at AGPUs and we 
passed on to the awards which, in no 
particular order, featured Check hanger 
supremo, Urinetrouble.



• Shit of the year Crive and FRBs Banana Bender, Crive and Frog’s Legs lookalike 
Stuffed Crutch all stepping up to proudly accept the plaudits of the pack



• The iceberg was well used and helped to 
cool a few butts and the Pooyings showed 
the Falang floozies how to neck the ale.



• Strolling Bones was presented 
with his 500 run shirt, a great 
achievement well done, and finally 
that bloody whistle was 
ceremoniously crushed.





• Co GMs Tangerine Man and Big 
Yin plonked their arses on the berg 
and were immediately rewarded 
with the customary tomato shower 
for their efforts during the year.



• A short break 
for showering 
and then the 
buffet was 
attacked by the 
hungry throng 
and a great 
spread it was.



•The Raffle!



• The raffle distributed prizes, mainly of the liquid 
variety and one lucky recipient was so chuffed that she 
decided to show her skills as cocktail maker and sent 
the bottle of fine old Scotch in a graceful arc to shatter 
on the ground, oh dear.



•
Dancing and more 
scooping went on until 
late o’clock and 
eventually the revellers
called it a day.



• Winkle and Forbeskin will be waiting 
to waiting to welcome you all down in 
the Tom Kraut area on the 26th with 
kick off at 15:30, run directions to 
follow. 
• Thanks to all for supporting KSH3 
through a testing year and see you all 
this coming season.

ON ON,
TRASHER
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